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INTRODUCTION

Beyond just sharing links to published stories, journalists can use Twitter to incite conversation on a specific 

issue and breathe new life into a story. By posing a question or prompting a discussion alongside sharing a 

story, journalists can optimize their tweet by inviting the public to weigh-in and add to the discourse. New 

insights could be revealed and new perspectives could be realized through this process of engaging with your 

followers. Journalists can also use Twitter to contact sources, crowdsource information or directly reach out to 

individuals outside their network. 

Publishers can use Twitter to not only engage with their audience, but to learn more about them and how they 

interact with their content. Analytics reports and social media campaigns can provide publishers with 

significant insights into their audiences' habits, allowing publishers to further understand how their community 

engages with their content and where improvements can be made. By being active on Twitter, publishers can

help boost brand awareness, build trust with their audience and create more opportunities to optimize content.  

This guide provides easy to implement best practices for journalists and publishers to optimize tweets 

and build community.    

There are over 320 million Twitter users, sending 1 billion tweets every two days.  Its a tool that 

journalists, publishers and members of the media alike use to not only share and promote work, 

but to make stories come alive.
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In November 2016, the National Magazine Awards Foundation (NMAF) partnered with Twitter Canada to host 

Winners’ Circle, an annual networking and professional development event presented by the NMAF. Over 50 NMA 

winners and nominees met at the Twitter Canada HQ in downtown Toronto for an evening to mix, mingle, pitch & learn. 

This year's event was delivered in two parts:  

LEVERAGE & LEARN 

A joint presentation by Twitter Canada's Head of News 

and Government, Jennifer Hollett, and Deputy Lead of 

Curation, Jennifer Wilson, provided insider tips on how 

to think beyond hashtags and why journalists should 

optimize tweets with images, videos, live video, moments, 

and more. The second part of the presentation was 

delivered by Chatelaine's Senior Editor of Social Media, 

Haley Overland, with tried-and-tested ways on how 

publishers can get to 1-million Twitter followers. 

FAST PITCH 

The NMAF facilitated introductions between writers and 

artists with NMA-winning art directors and editors from 

various Canadian publications. During these brief

meetings, creators pitched projects directly to editors/art 

directors, providing them with an opportunity to both 

exchange ideas and develop professional networks. 

WINNERS' CIRCLE
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SHARPEN YOUR SKILLS:

TOP 3 TIPS FROM JENNIFER HOLLETT, 
HEAD OF NEWS AND GOVERNMENT

TWITTER CANADA

1) TWEET. A LOT. 

2) ENGAGE. DON’T JUST PUSH OUT LINKS TO YOUR STORIES. 

3) THINK ABOUT HOW YOUR STORY CAN COME ALIVE ON TWITTER.

NMA-winning journalist Desmond Cole 

frequently poses thought-provoking 

questions when sharing stories on Twitter. 

By asking a question when you share a link, 

you’re creating a space for more meaningful 

dialogue to take place. Beyond just inviting your 

followers to read a story, you're providing them 

with an entry point to engage further with the 

issue and keep the conversation going. 

Entire discussions can play out in Twitter reply- 

threads, with a single tweet bringing much more 

attention to an issue.  

Don't Forget! Users can implement the Ignore, 

Mute, Block & Report functions to customize 

their feed. 

TWITTER FOR JOURNALISTS
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TWEET ACTIVITY  

Use the analytics tool (graph icon) to see how your followers 

engage with specific tweets. 

Each tweet contains data on how many retweets, likes, replies and 

follows it garnered, as well as information on how many followers 

visited a shared link, how many times your profile was viewed, how 

many views a video or photos earned and how many followers 

expanded the details of a tweet. 

Compare how your tweets perform overtime and identify good 

trends. What types of tweets to people tend to like vs. retweet? 

What types of tweets do people tend to comment on, etc.?

TWITTER ANALYTICS

INCREASED  LIKELIHOOD  

OF A RETWEET

Video

24%

Quote 

17%

Number 

15%

Hashtag 

14%

Photo 

30%

TWITTER TIDBIT:  

80% ARE MOBILE 

USERS

ADD TO A TWEET: 

UP TO 4 PHOTOS 

A FUNNY GIF 

A POLL  

A LOCATION

OPTIMIZE YOUR TWEETS BY SEEING WHAT WORKS WELL
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CURATED STORIES SHOWCASING EVENTS UNFOLDING ON TWITTER 

Moments are a collection of tweets organized by the author that shows how an event unfolds 

over Twitter. You can pull in tweets by searching specific hashtags or accounts, or by searching 

for specific tweets. Once you've created a Moment, you can share it with all your followers. 

TWITTER MOMENTS

Live Events: Journalists can create Moments when reporting at live events to help organize their 

live-tweeting. The Moment can act as a central hub to organize the tweets used in your reporting. 

The Moment will weave together all your tweets, which you can then share with your followers.  

Reporting: Journalists can create Moments to capture reaction to certain events. By creating a 

Moment after a news story breaks, you can use it as a way to track how your people respond. If 

the news event is relevant to a current project you’re working on, you can use the Moment as a 

reporting tool, to find potential sources or become aware of different perspectives on the issue. 

Track Engagement: Moments can also be used to track engagement. If you sent out a tweet that 

asked your followers a question (page 5), you can create a Moment to see what kinds of tweets 

came as a result. Again, Moments can be used as a central hub to organize a collection of tweets. 
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TWITTER FOR PUBLISHERS

TOP 3 TIPS FROM HALEY OVERLAND, 

SENIOR EDITOR, SOCIAL MEDIA 

CHATELAINE

1) JOIN THE CONVERSATION.   

USE TWITTER MOMENTS, TRENDS & LISTS 

2) LIVE ON TWEETDECK. 

3) USE TWITTER ANALYTICS.

Publishers can learn a lot about their audience from the Twitter Analytics 

tool. The dashboard-style analytics page provides summary reports on 

almost everything: numbers on how many tweets were sent, impressions 

you received, profile visits, mentions and follower activity. You can also see 

highlights on your best performing tweet, top mentioned tweet or most the 

popular media tweet. By reviewing what types of tweets perform best, you 

can make better-informed decisions on future Twitter campaigns. 

"Build your audience.... 

every damn day." 

- Haley Overland

SHARPEN YOUR SKILLS

Haley Overland recommends doing a formal analytics audit each month. "See what resonated in the last week, month, 

or this time last year, etc." she says. Make an analysis of how your followers engage on Twitter, and use those insights 

strategically to further build your community.
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#ThisIs40ish CAMPAIGN
THE PROJECT

In December 2015, Chatelaine launched “This is 40ish” survey of 1,000 Canadian women. 

THE GOAL 

To show Canada a new Chatelaine — new content and new Twitter presence — by creating a day-long event with the 

soul object to engage specifically with the #ThisIs40ish audience. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

#Thisis40ish trended on Twitter all day in Canada and also received huge positive feedback. Chatelaine reached out to 

prominent people to engage them on the issue, such as Lena Dunham and Justin Trudeau. Also, the This is 40ish survey 

was covered by BuzzFeed, HuffingtonPost, Canadian Business and many other publications. 
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#ThisIs40ish 
Using Chartbeat, DIVE, TweetDeck and having a live Twitter feed projected onto the wall, the team at Chatelaine spent the 

whole day creating content, building and engaging with the Chatelaine audience. Designer, editorial, video, insights and 

others all worked from the same room to allow new content to be created throughout the day. The team used Twitter 

Polls, videos and Periscope to both share survey content, and create original content live. 

SOCIAL RESPONSES WERE SUMMARIZED AND TRANSFORMED INTO NEW CONTENT

HOW THEY DID IT
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OTHER 
NMAF INITIATIVES

FAST PITCH SESSIONS 

Every year at Winners' Circle, the NMAF invites attendees to 

participate in Fast Pitch Sessions, which are facilitated 

introductions between writers and artists with NMA-winning 

art directors and editors from various Canadian publications. 

Requests are made by attendees in advance of the event 

and the NMAF does it's best to accommodate as many 

meetings as possible. 

During these brief meetings, creators can pitch projects 

directly to editors or art directors, giving them a chance to 

exchange ideas & develop professional networks.  

CHAPTERS/INDIGO NEWSSTAND PROMOTION 

For the third year, the NMAF has partnered with Indigo 

Books & Music Inc. to launch an Ontario-wide newsstand 

promotion designed to increase awareness about 

Canada’s best magazines in 2016 published in both 

official languages. 

From December 2016 - February 2017, participating 

award-winning publications were displayed in a special 

NMA newsstand frame in all Ontario Indigo superstores, 

providing publishers with a distinctive opportunity to 

leverage their prestigious award in order to maximize 

their impact on newsstands. 
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NMAF WEBSITE & BLOG 

As part of the NMAF’s effort to Celebrate 

Canadian Creators, the NMA blog is a 

resource hub for the magazine industry. 

The blog provides industry news, as well as 

updates on our awards programs and 

features that promote and celebrate 

excellence from Canadian content creators. 

The NMAF website is home to all 

information related to our awards program, 

including FAQs. The NMAF also has an 

online archive where you can lookup 40 

years worth of NMA winners and nominees. 

blog.magazine-awards.com 

magazine-awards.com

SOCIAL MEDIA 

twitter.com/MagAwards 

twitter.com/PrixMag 

facebook.com/MagAwards

NMAF RESOURCES
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